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Horizontal drainage during consolidation: insights gained from
analyses of a simple problem

A. AL-TABBAA* and D. MUIR WOODt

This paper analyses consolidation with radial
drainage to concentric inner and outer fixed drain-
age boundaries. An analysis in which coupling
between flow of pore water and effective stress
change is ignored gives results that are not physi-
cally reasonable. An exact closed form solution can
be developed to the equation of radial pore water
diffusion in an elastic material and the results of
this analysis are compared with a third, finite
element analysis, using an elastic-plastic descrip-
tion of the soil. Elastic and elastic-plastic analyses
are compared in terms of isochrones of pore pres-
sure, radial displacement and stress change within
the sample, and in terms of the strain and stress
paths followed by different soil elements in the con-
solidating clay. Non-uniformities of effective stress
state, and hence of soil stiffness, can develop
during consolidation; the pattern of deformations
that develops is completely dominated by the
occurrence of plastic strains. The oedometer should
not be regarded as a single element test. The
results of the analyses are in principle specific to
the boundary conditions assumed, but some
general aspects of soil behaviour are identified and
observations are made on the implications of the
results for geotechnical design.

L'article presente one analyse de la consolidation
avec drainage radial jusqu'a des limites de drain-
age interieure et exterieure fixes. Une analyse qui
ignore Ie couplage entre Pecoulement de reaD
interstitielle et des changements dans la contrainte
effective donnent des resultals qui ne sont pas
physiquement raisonnable. L 'equation de la diffu-
sion radiale de reaD interstitielle dans one matiere
elastique peut etre resolue dans one forme fermee
precise. Les resilitats de celIe analyse sont com-
pares avec one analyse a elements finis employant
one description elasticl>-plastique pour Pargile. Les
analyses elastique et elastico-plastique sont com-
parees en ce qui concerne les isochrones de la
pression de reaD interstitielle, Ie de placement
radial, Ie changement des contraintes dans
Pechantillon et aussi les chemins de contrainte et
de deformation suivis par de differents elements
dans Pargile pendant la consolidation. Un etat de
contrainte effective et par consequent de rigidite de
sol qui est non-uniforme peut se developper au
coors de la consolidation. Le systeme de deforma-
tions qui se developpe est regi par la presence de
contraintes plastiques. II ne faut pas considerer
Poedometre comme un essai a element simple. En
principe les resultats de Panalyse sont specifiques
pour les conditions limites, mais des aspects gene-
raux du comportement des sols sont identifies et
des observations faites concernant les implications
des resultats pour la construction geotechnique.

KEYWORDS: consolidation: numerical modelling and
analysis; clays; elasticity; plasticity; penneability.

in stresses and strains at the end of consolidation
under a rigid structure which results from plastic
deformation of the soil, may produce stresses in
structures founded on consolidating ground that
were not envisaged by the designer. This paper
does not provide detailed guidance, but translates
the findings of a detailed study of a simple
problem, in the broadest terms, into general state-
ments that may assist the designer. As the modes
of behaviour observed will depend to a large
extent on the soil description used, some sets of
analyses are performed and compared, so that the
influence of the soil model may be ascertained.

The problem chosen for detailed study is the
consolidation of a block of soil with radial drain-
age to concentric inner and outer fixed drainage

INTRODUcnON
Horizontal drainage is important in many geo-
technical situations involving consolidation. As
horizontal permeabilities are typically larger than
vertical permeabilities, horizontal drainage often
predomfuates. Despite its importance, the
problem of consolidation with horizontal drain-
age is not well understood. For example, the
time-dependent non-uniform vertical strains
which result from horizontal drainage under a
flexible structure, and the residual non-uniformity

Discussion on this Paper closes 1 April 1992; for further
details see p. ii.. University of Birmingham.
t University of Glasgow.
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boundaries. The block of soil is confined between
rigid horizontal platens, so that vertical deforma-
tion following the application of a vertical load is
uniform at all radii.

In a conventional oedometer, samples of clay
are compressed vertically between rigid platens,
flow of water occurs vertically upwards or down-
wards towards drainage surfaces in these platens,
and experimental observations are interpreted to
give a one-dimensional coefficient of vertical con-
solidation and a permeability for vertical flow of
water through the clay soil. Rates of settlement of
geotechnical structures are frequently controlled
by the rate at which excess pressures can dissipate
to the sides of those structures; this rate is gov-
erned by the horizontal permeability of the soil,
which may typically be several times larger than
the vertical permeability.

To allow estimation of the horizontal per-
meability of clays such as speswhite kaolin, which
are used in many laboratory and centrifuge
model tests, a modification to a conventional
oedometer was devised by Al-Tabbaa & Wood
(1987) in which, though the clay sample is again
compressed vertically between rigid platens, flow
of water occurs radially to concentric internal
and external drainage boundaries (Fig. 1). With
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ANALYSIS

Because the deformation of the soil in this
problem is so kinematically constrained by rigid
fixed and moving boundaries, it is tempting to
perform an uncoupled analysis in which all the
soil, at all radii in the oedometer, deforms uni-
formly and one-dimensionally, vertically, match-
ing the imposed boundary deformation. The
radial distribution of pore pressure which is

\
\ ~

(b)
Fig. 1. Oedometer with radia! drainage: (a) section; (b)
nl.n
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this apparatus, values of horizontal permeability
can be estimated both from falling head tests con-
ducted with a head difference between the two
drainage boundaries, and, in principle, from
analysis of the time-dependent deformations
occurring during any increment of load.

Analysis of the time-dependent deformations
requires solution of the equation of pore water
diffusion for the case of radial flow to inner and
outer boundaries. Carslaw & Jaeger (1959) state
the solution for the essentially similar problem of
flow of heat through a conducting medium, but
do not present any numerical results. For the
geotechnical application of pore water diffusion,
Barron (1948) studies the problem of radial flow
inwards to a sand drainage column, while
McKinlay (1961) develops the solution for con-
solidation of a solid cylindrical sample with flow
of water to an outer drainage boundary only.
Randolph & Wroth (1979) and Randolph &
Carter (1979) have produced results for the con-
solidation that occurs around an impermeable or
permeable driven pile as a result of the dissi-
pation of excess pore pressures set up during the
driving of the pile. The Authors are not aware of
a previous presentation of numerical results for
the situaton of radial flow between two concentric
boundaries, for which McKinlay's solution and
the solution for conventional one-dimensional
(vertical) consolidation provide limiting cases cor-
responding to ratios of radii equal to 0 and I

respectively.
The results of two analyses are contrasted

below. In both, the flow of pore water and defor-
mation of the soil are fully coupled. The soil is
described in one as an isotropic elastic material,
and in the other using the modified Cam clay
elastic-plastic constitutive model. Although the
impetus to undertake this study came from an
associated series of experiments, this Paper is
concerned only with the findings of the analyses.
The phenomena that the analytical studies have
revealed could, in principle, be tested by instru-
mentation of laboratory oedometers, and in par-
ticular by measurement of internal pore pressures,
but this was not possible in the small (88 mm dia.)
oedometer used by Al-Tabbaa & Wood (1987) for
their permeability measurements.
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HORIZONTAL DRAINAGE

required to drive the radial flow associated with
the changes in volume of the one-dimensionally
compressing soil can be calculated analytically.
However, as shown in Appendix 1, this analysis
leads to a physically unrealistic requirement for a
finite, non-zero, strain rate at zero time.

If the condition of one-dimensional internal
deformation is relaxed and soil elements within
the oedometer are allowed to move radially as
well as vertically, then a fully coupled Biot solu-
tion can be obtained in which the deformation of
the soil elements is linked with the changing
three-dimensional effective stress state in the soil,
changes in effective stress are linked with changes
in pore pressure, and changes in pore pressure are
linked through Darcy's law with the volume
changes resulting from the deformation of the
soil. The following assumptions are common to
all the analyses.

(a) The soil is homogeneous and fully saturated.
(b) The pore water and soil particles are incom-

pressible.
(c) The flow of water down a radial gradient of

excess pore pressure is governed by Darcy's
law, with a constant horizontal permeability
k. during a given stage of consolidation.

The analyses are also governed by the follow-
ing boundary conditions.

(a) The soil is laterally confined so that no radial
movement can occur at either the inner or
outer boundary.

(b) Drainage occurs at the inner and outer
boundaries so that the excess pore water pres-
sure at these radii is always zero.

(c) The soil is contained vertically between rigid
platens so that the vertical strain is a function
only of time and not of radius. The vertical
strain e. is zero at t = 0 and tends towards its
final value e.. as time increases towards infin-

ity.
(d) For all radii, the radial movement, excess pore

pressure and vertical strain are initially zero.
(e) The consolidation of the sample is driven by

an increment of total vertical load ~p which
remains constant with time and whose non-
uniform distribution with radi\ls is such that
the condition of uniform vertical strain is
maintained across the sample.

A closed-form analytical solution to this fully
coupled problem can be obtained provided that
the soil is described as incrementally elastic.
Details of the analysis for an isotropic elastic soil
are given in Appendix I. The elastic analysis is
performed using the volumetric strain V, which is
a function only of radius r, as the independent
variable. Once the radial distribution of V has
been obtained, expressions can be deduced for the
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Fig. 2. Finite element mesh
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pore pressure u and the radial movement C:-, and
hence for the radial and circumferential strains, as
functions of radius.

Stresses can be calculated using Hooke's law
with the previously calculated strains, but it is
more convenient to obtain the stresses from
numerical analysis using a finite element
program. Both of the numerical analyses
described below were performed using the CRISP
finite element program (Britto & Gunn, 1987). In
these analyses the loading and drainage condi-
tions have been chosen to correspond to those of
a particular real situation studied experimentally
in a modified oedometer (AI-Tabbaa & Wood,
1987). The loading is chosen to increase the total
vertical load by 10% of its initial value; this is the
average vertical stress increment ratio used in the
experiments summarized by Al- Tabbaa and
Wood. The layout of the finite element mesh used
for both analyses is shown in Fig. 2. The displace-
ments and strains computed for the first (elastic)
analysis have been compared with the theoretical
closed-form elastic solution in order to validate
the finite element approximation. Details of this
validation are given by Al- Tabbaa (1987).

Normally-compressed clay can be better
described as elastic-plastic than as incrementally
isotropic elastic. Consolidation of elastic-plastic
soil is readily studied by numerical analysis. In
the second analysis, the modified Cam clay model
(Roscoe &'Burland, 1968) is used to describe the
behaviour of the soil. Appropriate soil parameters
for the speswhite kaolin clay used in the associ-
ated experimental programme of triaxial stress
path tests (AI-Tabbaa, 1987) are used: these are
summarized in Appendix 2. It is assumed that, at
the start of the load increment under study, the
soil is uniformly stressed at all radii, with the
same initial size of yield locus.

It is convenient to present some of the results
of the analyses in terms of non-dimensional
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00 to give an approximate equivalence of volumetric
stiffnesses. For both the elastic and the Cam clay
analyses a value of T = I implies a time since the
start of consolidation of 500 s. Most results are
shown for the specific case X = 0.205, which cor-
responds with the experimental situation.
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Isochrones of excess pore pressure (Fig. 3)
The pore pressures are normalized by dividing

by the applied increment of average total vertical
stress Au,. The uncoupled Terzaghi analysis gives
unreasonable results when the soil is assumed to
be subjected to uniform vertical strain at all radii.
An uncoupled analysis can also be performed for
the different situation of a soil sample subjected
to a uniform vertical total stress at all radii. In
the latter case, the differential equation governing
the variation of either volumetric strain or pore
pressure with radius and time is identical in form
to equation (26), which governs the variation of
volumetric strain V with radius and time for the
fully coupled analysis. The isochrones of excess
pore pressure for the coupled elastic analysis (Fig.
3(a» are therefore identical to those that would be
deduced for this alternative uncoupled analysis.
The pore pressure decays steadily from the initial
uniform distribution, with the first harmonic of
the radial distribution rapidly becoming domin-
ant.

In cQntrast, the Cam clay analysis shows an
initial rise in pore pressure away from the drain-
age boundaries, to a value - 30% higher than the

initial uniform value (Fig. 3(b». Although the 'first
harmonic' again rapidly becomes dominant, the
eventual decay back to zero is slower than for the
elastic soil.

..,'

<J 0.1'
~

Isochrones a/volumetric strain (Fig. 4)
The volumetric strains are normalized by

dividing by the final volumetric strain V OJ which,
for the Cam clay analysis, is the average volu-
metric (and vertical) strain at the end of consoli-
dation. The isochrones of volumetric strain for
the elastic analysis (Fig. 4(a» are identical to the
isochrones of excess pore pressure (Fig. 3(a». For
Cam clay (Fig. 4(b» the soil near the drainage
boundaries compresses rapidly to begin with, but
the subsequent volumetric strain is rather
uniform at all radii. When the pore pressure has
been completely dissipated, the overall effect is to
leave the soil with a small radial variation of spe-
cific volume.

-0.2 - 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0

e
(b)

Fig. 3. Isochrooes of excess pore water pressure: (a)
elastic soil; (b) Cam clay

quantities p = '/R and X = 'JR, where, is the
radial coordinate and '0 and R are the radii of
the internal and external drainage boundaries
respectively. A non-dimensional time factor T =
4ct/[(R - 'of] is used, where

c = k. E(I - v)/yw[(1 + v)(1 - 2v)] = k.mJyw

is introduced as an appropriate coefficient of con-
solidation (see Appendix 1). For the elastic-
olastic Cam clay analysis the value of c is chosen

Isochrones of vertical stress (Fig. 5)
The analyses are performed with a constant

total load applied to the rigid top platen.
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However, the deformation of the soil and the
resulting pore pressure changes lead to variations
with radius or total vertical stress. These varia-
tions are shown in Fig. 5(a and c) for the elastic
and Cam clay analyses respectively. For the
elastic soil (Fig. 5(a)) the variation in total stress
away from the drainage boundaries is not great,
and the variation in vertical effective stress (Fig. 0.6
5(b)) is consequently rather similar to the varia- ~
tion of pore pressure. At large values of time, the ,.
total and effective vertical stresses are once again t
uniform.

The variations in total stress are much greater
for Cam clay (Fig. 5(c)), and the isochrones of ver- 0
tical effective stress (Fig. 5(d)) are rather similar to
those of volumetric strain (Fig. 4(b)). In the Cam
clay analysis, both the total and the effective ver-
tical stresses ultimately Vary non-uniformly with
radius.
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Isachranes afradial displacement (Fig. 6)
The radial displacements are plotted non-

dimensionally in terms of f,/V", ro in Fig. 6, where,
for the Cam clay analysis, the final volumetric
strain V", is the average volumetric (and vertical)
strain at the end of consolidation. It should be
noted that the scales chosen are different for the
elastic soil (Fig. 6(a» and the Cam clay (Fig. 6(b».
For both soils movements occur towards each
drainage boundary, but whereas the elastic soil
moves back to its original position, leaving no net
radial displacement, the radial movement that
occurs initially is locked into the Cam clay and is
not recovered. The amounts of non-dimensional
radial movement are much smaller for Cam clay
than for the elastic soil.

Stress and strain paths (Figs 7 and 8)
The isochrones showing radial distributions of

several variables in Figs 3-6 provide a natural
way of comparing the results of the two analyses.
However, the differences between the two
analyses can be explained more easily by studying
the patterns of stress and strain paths followed at
various radii. Although plots of stress and strain
paths may be unfamiliar, they illustrate the fun-
damental differences in the nature of the stress-
strain response of elastic and elastic-plastic soils.

The symmetries of the problem are such that
the vertical, radial, and circumferential stresses
will be principal stresses at all times, but in
general no two of the three stresses will be equal,
so that stress variables used to display stress
changes that may be applied in the conventional
triaxial apparatus are not directly useful. In the
conventional triaxial apparatus it is usually
assumed that radial and circumferential stresses

u-
0.2 0-4 0.6 0.6 1.0

!?
(b)

Fig. 4. lsochrones of volumetric compressive strain: (a)
elastic soil; (b) Cam clay

are equal (ue' = u:), and triaxial stress paths are
presented in terms of deviator stress q = u.' - u:
and mean effective stress p' = (u.' + 2u:)/3
(Wood, 1984). In the present radial consolidation
problem the initial stress state has equal radial
and circumferential stresses, and the vertical
stress remains the major principal stress at all
times. The stress changes accompanying the con-
solidation process can be regarded as a pertur-
bation from this initially axisymmetric stress
state. It is natural, therefore, to present part of the
stress path information in a plot of q = (2u.' - ue'
- u:)/2 and p' = (u.' + ue' + u:)/3. The variable

q = (2u.' - ue' - u:)/2 is closely similar to the
deviator stress (and is identical to it for ue' = u:),



Fig. 5. Isochrones of: (a) lolal 'iertical slress in elaslic soil; (b) effecli'ie 'ierlical slress for (a) in elaslic soil; (c) lolal

'iertical stress in Cam clay; (d) effecti'ie 'iertical stress in Cam clay

and the variable p' = (11,' + 11,' + 11,')/3 is the
mean effecti'/e stress defined for the more general
stress state that is appropriate here (and is again
identical for 11,' = 11,'). A mean total stress p = (11,
+ 11, + 11.)/3 can be defined in terms of the total

stresses; clearly it makes no different whether q is
defined in terms of total or effective stresses. Total
and effective stress paths are plotted for the
elastic soil and for Cam clay in terms of q and p
and p' in Fig. 7(a) and (c) respectively. Paths are
plotted for eight points across the sample; the
locations of these points are shown in Fig. 2.
Note that, in order to show the stress changes
more clearly, the scales used for the general devi-
ator stress q in Fig. 7(a) and (c) differ by a factor

of2.
The q: p' plot contains only two of the three

dimensions needt.d to present the complete stress
information. The definition of q absorbs differ-

ences between radial and circumferential stresses;
thus a natural second plot to use is of q and x =
(u: - u, '). As both variables now involve differ-
ences of principal stresses only, it does not matter
whether they are calculated in terms of total or
effective stresses, and the total and effective stress
paths in this plot are identical. Plots of the q : x
stress paths for the elastic soil and for Cam clay
are shown in Fig. 7(b) and (d) respectively. (The
scales have been chosen in Fig. 7(b) and (d) so
that these plots represent the deviatoric or
It-plane view of principal stress space.)

The strain paths can be displayed in terms of
equivalent variables: volumetric strain (e. + e,
+ ",)/V"" a deviator strain (2£. - e, - e,)/V""

and a strain difference (e, - e,)/V"" Strain paths
for the elastic soil and for Cam clay are shown in
terms of these variables in Fig. 8(a) and (b) and
Fig. 8(c) and (d) respectively. Again, for the Cam
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Fig. 6. Isochrooes of radial movemeot: (a) elastic soil;
(b) Cam clay

DISCUSSION
Stress and strain paths

For the elastic soil the stress state of all ele-
ments starts at the same point and ends at the
same point. There is a spread of routes by which
the starting and ending points are linked, but
these two points lie on the one-dimensional
elastic compression path for the soil. The same
end point would be attained if the elastic soil
were loaded in a conventional oedometer with
purely vertical drainage and flow. The total stress
paths shown at the right-hand side of Fig. 7(a)
also show a spread of routes between the starting
and finishing points, with the total mean stress

clay analysis, the final volumetric strain V., is the
average volumetric (and vertical) strain at the end
of consolidation.
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falling slightly in the process: the total vertical
stress has the same value at all radii at the start
and the same value at all radii at the end of the
consolidation (Fig. 5(a».

The elastic response shown in Figs 7(a) and 8(a)
can be summarized as follows. Near the drainage
boundaries (points 1 and 8), rapid early dissi-
pation of excess pore pressure is associated with
volumetric compression and increase in mean
effective stress p'. Away from these boundaries the
soil initially remains essentially undrained, and
the volumetric compression near the boundaries
implies a fall of radial effective stress and an
increase in shear stress q and associated shear
strain.

For an elastic material, the stress increments
and strain increments are directly related for all
possible changes in effective stress, and the effec-
tive stress paths and strain paths are broadly
similar in shape. (compare Fig. 7(a) and (b) with
Fig. 8(a) and (b». For Cam clay they are quite
different. Cam clay describes the soil as an
elastic-plastic material. Elastic strains will accom-
pany all changes of effective stress, and the rules
governing these are the same as for the purely
elastic soil. However, if the effective stress change
is such that yielding of the soil occurs, plastic
strains will result. The rules governing these
plastic strains are totally different from those gov-
erning the elastic strains. The magnitude of the
plastic strain increment is controlled by the mag-
nitude of the effective stress increment, but the
relative proportions of the various components of
plastic strain (radial, circumferential, vertical) are
controlled by the effective stress state at which
yielding occurs. The relative proportions of
plastic strain components can be called the
mechanism of plastic deformation, and according
to the Cam clay model this mechanism is entirely
dependent on the stress ratio (- q/p') at which
yielding is occurring. (A detailed discussion of the
way in which strains are generated according to
the Cam clay model is provided by Muir Wood

(1991).)
At the start of the consolidation process the

clay is all in a normally compressed state with the
initial effective stresses sitting on the initial yield
surface. A section through this initial yield surface
is shown in Fig. 7(c). The changes of stress and
strain in the elastic-plastic soil are being driven
by the same external constraints as for the elastic
soil. It may therefore be supposed that the soil
would 'like', if it could, to undergo the same sorts
of strains, with volumetric compression dominat-
ing near the drainage boundaries and distortion
more significant in the centre of the soil mass.
However, none of the elastic strain paths shown
in Fig. 8(a) and (b) is compatible with effective
stress changes moving elastically towards the
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Fig. 8. Strain paths for soil elements at various radii (see Fig. 2) shown in terms of: (a) volumetric strain (E. + E.
+ EJ/V 00 and deviator strain (2E. - E. - EJ/V 00 for elastic soil; (b) two deviator strains (2E. - E. - EJ/V 00 and (E,
- E.)/V 00 (It plane) for elastic soil; (c) volumetric strain (E. + E. + EJ/V 00 and deviator strain (2E. - E. - EJ/V 00 for

Cam clay; (d) two deviator strains (2E. - E. - EJ/V 00 and (E, - E.)/V 00 (It plane) for Cam clay
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cal stress, volumetric strain, and radial
displacement are not uniform with radius at the
end of consolidation; the stress paths end up at a
spread of effective stress states, and the deviatoric
plot q : x (Fig. 7(d» shows that the radial and cir-
cumferential stresses are not equal in the end.

3201

.::;::;;

~ 300 ~ 0.6 ~~ ~06 _/0.006 /°.0 ---

280

0:2 0:4 0:6 0:8 10
I!

Fig. 9. Isochrones of current size p: of Cam clay yield
surface

Further analyses
The net result from the Cam clay analysis is

that the initially uniform sample has been ren-
dered non-uniform by the consolidation process.
The specific volume is -0.004 higher in the
centre of the sample, the mean effective stress p' is
-4 kPa lower, and the generalized deviator stress
q is -6 kPa lower (also, the radial and circum-
ferential stresses are not quite equal). These varia-
tions are equivalent to those reported from
experiments and analyses with triaxial samples
consolidated with radial drainage (Carter, 1982;
Atkinson, Evans & Ho, 1985; Woods, 1986).

An additional finite element analysis was
carried out to investigate the effect of a sub-
sequent load increment, with a vertical stress
increment ratio of 0.1, on the non-uniform
sample left at the end of the first consolidation
step. The results show that at the end of this
second consolidation step total variations in spe-
cific volume of 0.007, in p' of 8 kPa, and in q of
11 kPa were observed between the middle and
the drainage boundaries of the sample. The varia-
tions in void ratio, p' and q are to a first approx-
imation cumulative.

The results of an analysis carried out using a
vertical stress increment ratio of 0.5 appear to
indicate that the rise in excess pore water pressure
relative to the applied stress increment (Fig. 3(b»
is independent of the increment ratio. The varia-
tions across the sample at the end of consoli-
dation were 0.1 in specfic volume, 70 kPa in p'
and 100 kPa in q: the application of large vertical
stress increment ratios resulted in considerable
non-uniformities at the end of consolidation.
Small vertical stress increment ratios should be
used if uniformity of samples is required. These
finite element analyses are described in detail in
Al- Tabbaa (1987).

interior of the initial yield surface. Plastic defor-
mations are therefore important at all stages of
the consolidation process. This is emphasized by
the isochrones of p,' shown in Fig. 9: p,' indicates
the current size of the yield surface and is seen to
increase monotonically at all radii. As Cam clay
is a volumetric hardening model, in which the
change in size of the yield surface is linked with
the occurrence of plastic volumetric strain, it is
not surprising that the isochrones of size of yield
surface p: (Fig. 9) are very similar to the iso-
chrones of volumetric strain (Fig. 4(b».

Initially the effective stress state is the same at
all radii, therefore the mechanism of plastic defor-
mation must be the same at all radii. Even during
the consolidation process the stress ratio does not
vary greatly through the sample (Fig. 7(c». Con-
sequently, the strain paths shown in Fig. 8(c) and
(d) show very little spread, and are all almost
parallel, except at the very start of the consoli-
dation process. It is at this stage that the soil has
to escape from the severe limitations of the pre-
scribed plastic mechanism in order to be able to
survive the changes in pore pressure that occur
near the drainage boundaries. This is only pos-
sible if the elastic contributon to the total strain is
significant, which will be the case only if the effec-
tive stress changes are almost tangential to the
yield surface, so that although the mechanism of
plastic deformation is fixed, the magnitude of
plastic strains is low. This initial tangential move-
ment of the effective stresses is very clear in Fig.
7(c). The associated fall in mean effective stress p'
in the middle of the sample (points 4 and 5 vir-
tuaijy follow an undrained effective stress path to
begin with) provides a major contribution to the
initial rise in pore pressure in this part of the

sample.
The total stress paths (right-hand side of Fig.

7(c» and the deviatoric paths (Fig. 7(d» are much
more tortuous for Cam clay than they were for
the elastic soil. This is largely the result of the
initial drop in deviator stress q that occurs near
the drainage boundaries at the start of the con-
solidation. It has already been seen that the verti-

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
Differential lateral displacements resulting from
radial drainage

Consider a hypothetical structure which is cir-
cular in plan, with an overall radius of 15 m and
some subterranean elements at its centre (such as
a service core) which are externally drained, and
hence to which water may flow. If the structure is
supported on a raft with settlement-reducing
piles, a considerable pressure due to the weight of
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consolidation. The degree of distortion required
to cause cracking or structural damage is gener-
ally fairly small (Burland & Wroth, 1975). These
analytical results suggest that when designing
buildings on compressible soil, or when dealing
with buildings that are highly susceptible to dif-
ferential settlement, it may be advisable to
analyse the entire consolidation process, with rea-
listic modelling of the actual drainage conditions,
in order to discover whether or not any of the
distortions caused by radial consolidation are
likely to be excessive.

Horizontal drainage may in some situations
produce unwelcome ground movements or build-
ing distortions. It may be desirable to limit these
problems by promoting a predominantly vertical
mode of drainage-for example by using a drain-
age layer, or by attracting water radially over
small distances using sand wick drains. Many of
the problems mentioned above will thus be mini-
mized.

the building will be exerted on the subsoil,
causing a consolidation pattern similar to that
shown in Fig. I. Figure 6 shows that, at radii
fairly close to the inner drainage boundary, radial
movements occur inwards towards the axis of the
problem; however, outward radial movements
occur at radii approaching the outer drainage
boundary. This suggests that piles at these loca-
tions will be subjected to lateral pressures which
will tend to force them apart, leading to potential
large shear stresses in the pile-slab connections.

If in the prototype ro = 3 m and V", = 0,02, the
maximum horizontal displacement between piles
located at radii 5 m and 12 m is almost 30 mm
according to the results of the elastic analysis
shown in F.ig. 6(a), for T = 0.12. This movement
will be reduced in practice by the shear stresses
between the soil and the raft. The elastic-plastic
analysis may be supposed to represent soil behav-
iour more accurately; with this analysis the hori-
zontal displacements were only - 20% of the
elastic values, so the shear forces at the pile-raft
connection may not in fact be particularly large.
Buried services installed in brittle pipes may also
be damaged by the differential ground distortions
resulting from radial consolidation.

---

CONCLUSIONS
Closed-form solutions for the consolidation of

an annulus of elastic soil draining radially to con-
centric inner and outer fixed boundaries can be
generated using either an uncoupled analysis, in
which all soil elements are assumed to follow the
pattern of displacements imposed at the bound-
ary of'the sample, or a fully coupled analysis in
which the flow of pore water and the changes in
effective stress within the soil are linked inti-
mately. The solutions obtained from these two
analyses are completely different primarily
because the assumptions made in the uncoupled
analysis are so far from the actual conditions of
the problem that the mathematical result
obtained is an incorrect physical result. A first
general 'moral' to emerge, therefore, is that even
in a problem such as this, where the boundary
conditions are apparently simple, the soil deforms
inhomogeneously during the consolidation
process and analyses which attempt to ignore this
inhomogeneity will seriously misrepresent the
actual response of the soil. The inhomogeneity is
caused by the fact that the direction of pore water
flow within the sample is not the same as the
direction of imposed overall deformation.

The elastic-plastic finite element analysis using
the modified Cam clay model shows effects
during the consolidation process that are not
exhibited in the elastic analysis, such as initial
increase in excess pore water pressure and non-
uniformities in stresses and strains across the
sample at the end of consolidation. The finite
element elastic-plastic analyses suggest that all
soil elements across the sample were yielding and
following different stress paths during consoli-

Differential vertical settlement
In the analyses performed it has been observed

that the vertical stresses at the interface between
the soil and the rigid platen become non-uniform
during consolidation. In the elastic analysis, the
stresses reverted to a uniform state (Fig. 7(a) and
(b», but for the elastic-plastic soil a degree of
non-uniformity remained (Fig. 7(c) and (d». Most
structures will in reality be flexible to some
extent, and the non-uniform distribution of total
vertical stresses that has been computed will be
translated in practice into differential settlements.
The results shown in Fig. 5 suggest that the total
vertical stresses will become higher towards the
drainage boundaries. This will lead to hogging
distortions at early stages of the consolidation
process, which will diminish as consolidation pro-
ceeds. In the elastic-plastic analysis the non-
uniformity of total vertical stress is much greater
than in the elastic analysis. The implied distortion
will again be greatest at an early stage of consoli-
dation and will fall with time. At very late stages
of the consolidation process the pattern of non-
uniformity reverses, so that a transition to
sagging distortion may occur.

Many designers will perform consolidation
analyses merely to estimate the displacements and
distortions that will be present at the end of con-
solidation. However, the analyses in this Paper
indicate that the distortions of a structure may in
fact be substantially greater during than after
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dation, and that the strain paths that were fol-
lowed resulted from the description o( soil
plasticity that is built into the Cam clay n!odel.
The pattern of deformation that occurs within the
elastic-plastic soil sample is thus completely dif-
ferent from that observed within the elastic
sample. Thus, the s~cond 'moral' to emerge is that
non-linearity in soils, which can best be described
by plasticity, cannot be ignored. Further, because
the equations governing the plastic component of
the stress-strain response are quite different from
those governing the elastic response, it would not
be appropriate to try to describe the soil as an
elastic material with a varying stiffness. Similarly,
it might appear attractive to deduce an equivalent
stiffness from the end of consolidation settlement
of the top platen of the oedometer, and then to
use this value in a constant stiffness elastic
analysis of the settlements that will occur around
a geotechnical structure. Such an analysis would
give a false indication of the pattern of deforma-
tions that will occur, even if the stiffness could
coincidentally be chosen to match the consoli-
dation settlement at one particular point around
the structure.

A more general 'moral' can be drawn from
these analyses. It is convenient to think of a con-
ventional vertical-flow oedometer test as a single-
element test which produces information on the
one-dimensional deformation of a soil. The effec-
tive stress state in the sample is not in fact
uniform except at the beginning and end of each
stage of the consolidation process, but, because of
the particular conditions under which the test is
run with regard to vertical deformation and
drainage, all soil elements within the oedometer
sample are forced to follow the same stress-strain
relationship, but at different rates depending on
their distance from the drainage boundaries.
Hence the overall single element interpretation
can be justified.

In any three-dimensional problem involving
transient pore pressures (the situation studied
here is merely a rather simple example of such a
problem), the finite length of drainage paths
implies that soil elements at different distances
(rom drainage boundaries will follow very differ-
ent stress and strain paths during the consoli-
pation process. In general, in real soils, as in the
elastic-plastic analysis described here, the final
condition of the soil mass when consolidation is
complete will be inhomogeneous, and a treatment
that neglects this inhomogeneity may be seriously
in error.

The Cam clay model mayor may not be con-
sidered to provide an adequate description of the
behaviour of any particular real soil. It is certain,
however, that a proper analysis of a three-
dimensional consolidation problem can only be
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achieved using a fully coupled effective stress-
flow procedure in which the stiffness of the soil is
described in a completely general way using an
appropriate constitutive model, and in which the
flow of pore water is governed by coefficients of
permeability which may well be anisotropic and
vary with changing specific volume of the soil.
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NOTATION
A, A. integration constants

c coefficient of radial consolidation
Coo C, cylinder functions
°'0°, constants

E Young's modulus
G shear modulus

]0' ] 1 Bessel functions of first kind of reroth and
first order. k. horizontal permeability

KOM coefficient of earth pressure at rest for nor-
mally consolidated clay

m, coefficient of volume compressibility
M slope of critical state line in p' : q plane
n index
p' mean effective stress (q: + q,' + q:>/3
P total applied load
q generalized deviator stress I[(q,' - q, y

+ (q: - q:)' + (q: - q,Y]f2}\/'
, radial co-ordinate

'0 inner radius of sample
R outer radius of sample
I time

T time factor 4ct/[(R - '0)']
u pore pressure
U pore pressure ratio u/Au,
v specific volume
V volumetric strain

V ~ volumetric strain at t = 00
x q: - q,'

Yo, Y 1 Bessel functions of second kind of reroth
and first order

z vertical co-ordinate
J'w unit weight of water
r intercept on critical state line in v: In p'

plane at p' = I kPa
e, 0 e" e, radial, circumferential and vertical strains

e~ vertical strain at t = 00
e vertical strain rate de,/dt
, degree of vertical settlement e,/e~
/I circumferential co-ordinate
" slope of swelling line in v: In 0' plane
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A slope of normal compression line in v: In p'
plane

A., Jl. roots of equation (30)
v Poisson's ratio
.: radial movement
p r{R

11:,11,',11: radial, circumferential and vertical effective
stress

11,,11.,11, radial, circumferential and vertical total
stress

a, average vertical total stress
X rolR

""""'

where v and E are Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus
for the soil skeleton.

The solution is derived in terms of a dimensionless
time factor T

T = 4ct/[R - ,.)2] (7)

where

c=k.!(m.yw) (8)

and a dimensionless pore pressure ratio U

U = ul£\u, (9)

and degree of vertical settlement' = £,1£., .
Combination of the equation of continuity with

Darcy's law produces a differential equation linking
excess pore pressure u and vertical strain rate t

a2u I au 2_a 2 + - _a = -(YwR /k.>& (10)
)1 )1)1

The vertical strain rate t = d£Jdt is a function only of

time, and hence a. soluton of equation (10) satisfying
condition (b) above can be found

u = (Y.lk.>(R2/4)

x [(I - )12) - (I - x2Xln )1/ln X)]t (II)

From equation (5), as the vertical strain is uniform
with radius, the vertical effective stress must also be
uniform with radius; combining equations (5) and (II)
with condition (d) above, a differential equation for t
can be obtained

At + dt/dT = 0 (12)

where

APPENDIX I. ANALYSES
The boundary conditions which govern the analyses

can be described theoretically as follows.
(a) The soil is laterally confined so that no radial

movement can occur at either the inner or outer bound-
ary

f.(ro, t)= f.(R,t)=O (I)

(b) Drainage occurs at the inner and outer boundaries
so that the excess pore water pressure at these radii is
always zero

u(ro,t)=u(R,t)=O (2)

(c) The soil is contained vertically between rigid
platens so that the vertical strain is a function only of
time and not of radius

a',lar = 0 (3)

The vertical strain " is zero at t = 0 and tends towards
its final value .~ as time increases towards infinity

',(r, 0) = 0, ',(r, 00) = .~

(d) For all radii, the radial movement, excess pore
pressure and vertical strain are initially zero

f.(r, 0-) = u(r, 0-) = ',(r, 0-) ="0

(e) The consolidation of the sample is driven by an
increment of total vertical load dP which remains con-
stant with time and whose non-uniform distribution
with radius is such that the condition of uniform verti-
cal strain is maintained across the sample. It is conve-
nient to build up the solution in terms of
non-dimensional quantities p = rlR and X = rJR. This
boundary condition can then be written as

l'pda, dp = Ilpda; dp + f,'pu dp

= dPI(27!R2) = (I - x2)d0',/2 (4)

where dO', is the average vertical total stress increment.

U = 2 [(I - p2) In X - (I - X2) In p] e-AT (16)

[(x2 + I) In X + (I - X2)]

Note that equation (15) implies that the strain rate is
finite and non-zero at time T = O. The response calcu-
lated, though mathematically correct given the assump-
tions that have been made, is not reasonable from an
intuitive point of view.

Uncoupled analysis. In this analysis the additional
assumption is made that movement of soil particles
occurs only vertically, governed by a coefficient of
volume compressibility m,

e,/&u; = m, (5)

m, = (I + vXI - 2v)/[E(1 - \lXI + \I)] (6)
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Fully coupled analysis: elastic soil. In this Biot where V., is the volumetric strain at time T = 00, and
analysis, Hooke's law is used to relate the increments ineffective radial, circumferential, and vertical str~es C.(J.,p) = J .(J.,p) + Jl, Y.(J.,p) (29)

dl1:, dl1.', dl1: and the corresponding strains t" t., t; C.(J.,p) are cylinder functions (see, ror example,
dl1' McLachlan (1954»; J.(J..p) and Y.(J.,p) are ~essel runc-

. tlons or zeroth order or the first and second kmd respec-
dl1.' = E/[(I + "XI - 2,,)] tively. The values or J., and Jl, are roots or the equation

~l1: J.(J..X) J.(J.,)
".- -~= -~ (30)

(17) The coefficients A, can be found rrom the assumption
that there is no volumetric strain at time T = 0

V(P,O) =0 \--.

Then, rrom equation (28)
. , .,

-V.,=}::A,C.(J.,p) (32)
,-I

U,-

r:ll\

and hence

A. = -2V ~/{A.[C,()..) + xC,()..x)]} (33)

where

CtI)..p) = J tI)..p) + /l. Y tI)..p) (34)

CtI)..p) are cylinder functions with JtI)..p) and Y tI)..p)
being Bessel functions of first order of the first and
second kind respectively. Equation (28) for the volu-
metric strain then becomes

~ C (). p)e-((I-Z'IA.'T/4J
V/V = 1 - 2 L o. (35)

~ .., ),.[CtI)..) + xCtI)..X)]

Now. as the clay is completely confined radially
between rigid boundaries at p = X. I. as the top and
bottom boundaries are rigid. and as the pore fluid and
the soil particles have been assumed to be incompress-
ible, the uniform vertical strain e, at allY time is equal to
the radial average of the volumetric strain

1 (I
e'=~Jz 2pVdp (36)

Substituting from equation (35)

4 ~ D e-(I-Z'IA.'T/4.
e,/V~ = I- (~ ) L 1 ). 2D (37)

X .-1 . 2

1 - \I \I \I j e,
\I 1- \I \I e,

L \I \I I - \I L e,j
All stresses and strains are assumed to be positiv- ;n

compression.The equations of compatibility link radial and M'
cumferential strains e, and e, with radial movement (

e, = -o1./or (18)

e,=-<:/r (19)

The only non-trivial equation of equilibrium is that
describing radial equilibrium, neglecting body forces

oA",
-+(A",-A",)/r=O (20)

or

which is written in terms of total radial and circum-
ferential stress increments

A", = A,,: + u (21)

A", = A",' + u (22)

A flow equation can be written linking radial gra-
dients or pore pressure with time gradients of volu-
metric strain V in the soil

oV k. 1 a ( au )-= r- (23)

at )'. r or or

where

(24)
ac CV=e+e +e = +e, . % a %r r

Combining equations (18H24) gives first

av au
(l/m)-+-=O'ar ar (25)

where

D, = C,(J..) - xC I(J.. X) (38)

D, = C,(J..) + xCI(J..X) (39)

From equations (18), (19) and (24)

1 a
v - e, = e, + e. = - - - (rt,) (40)

r or

Substituting for V and e, from equations (35) and (37)
and integrating gives the outward radial movement t,

.,

t,/(RV.,)=2}:;[C,(J..p)-pD,/(I-X')]
.=1

x e-('-Z')A.'r'4J/(J.!DJ + f(t)/p (41)

and then

I a ( av) I av-- r- =-- (26)
r ar Or c at

where

c = k.E(1 - v)/yw[(1 + v)(1 - 2v)] = k.lm,yw (27)

which is the appropriate coefficient of consolidation for
this problem.

A solution to these equations satisfying the boundary
conditions of the problem can be constructed as follows.
A solution of equation (26) can be found in the form

.,
V=V.,+ }::A.Co()..p)e-(I-X')A,'T/4J (28)

.= I
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The function 1'(/) can be deduced from equation (I)
2X .,

1'(/) = (1=""""i"") L [xC,()..) - C,()..X)]
X .-1

X e-((I-z'I'.'T'41/().,'D,) (42)

It remains to find the pore pressure" from equation
(21)

,,= - Vim, + g(/) (43)

and the functon g(t) can be deduced from equations (2)
and (30)

g(t) = V.,/m, (44)

Hence
.,

" = (2V.,/m.) L C.()..p) e-III-Z"'.'T/41/()..D,) (45)
.-1

The final unknown quantity is V." the ultimate value of
the volumetric strain. This can be determined from
equation (4). From equations (17) and (40)

All: = [£/(I + 1I)]([v/(1 - 211)]V + .,j (46)

and equation (4) becomes

AP/(2ltR') = [£/(I + II)]{[II/(I - 211)]

x l'PV dp + ['p", dP} + ['pu dp (47)

Hence, from equation (36)

AP/(2ltR') = (l/m,XI - x'jE:fl + Lip" dp (48)

and substituting from equations (38), (46) and (4) it
finally emerges that

V., = Au,m, (49)

indicating that the final volumetric compressive strain is
the same as that caused by the average total vertical
stress increment Au" using the appropriate compliance
m, = (I + IIXI - 211)/[£(1 - II)].

APPENDIX 2. DETAILS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT
ANALYSES

The initial vertical effective stress was chosen to be
,,; = 300 kPa. To impose conditions of one-
dimensional vertical consolidation, a value for the coef-
fici~t of lateral earth pressure Ko~ of 0,78 computed
fro,!\ the modified Cam clay model was used, giving a
value of231 kPa for the initial horizontal effective stress
and' a value of 254 kPa for the mean effective stress p'.

The properties assigned to the soil in the two types of
analyses performed are given below. In the elastic
analysis Young's modulus E = 1070 kPa was chosen.
This value was obtained by combining the value of the
bulk modulus on the one-dimensional normal compres-
sion line, calculated experimentally at the stress state
considered here, with a Poisson's ratio of \I = 0.435,
which corresponds to Ko~ = 0.78. The corresponding
value of the shear modulus is G = 372 kPa. Values of
the vertical and horizontal permeabilities of
0.7 x 10-6 mm/s and 1.86 x 10-6 mm/s respectively
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were chosen from experimental results. These per-
meability values are obtained experimentally for
p' = 254 kPa, which corresponds to a specific volume
v = 2.15.

In the elastic-plastic analysis the following properties
were chosen for the soil based on experimental work
(see AI-Tabbaa (1987»: the slope of the normal com-
pression line in the v:lnp' plane ).=0'18; the initial
slope of the swelling line in the same plane K = 0.015;
the specific volume on the critical state line at
p' = I kPa 1 = 3,0; the slope of the critical state line in
the p': q plane M = 0,9; and Poisson's ratio v = 0,3.
The same permeability values were used as in the elastic
analysis.
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